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Hyperphysics

Q1 – Anything that exists in this quantum universe
Q²- Quantum-Meta consciousness

Q1Q²ⁿ- The frequency for manifestation
Q²ⁿ- Potential of manifestation

Q2 - The dimensional plane that precedes this universe
Q1Q²- The link to the Q2



Quantummap

2E -> 2ENeuron -> 2ENeuralnetwork ->
->



Editors Notation

This is a treasured piece of what is considered the edge of the universe and the state of the art of scientific
data ever revealed to mankind and ever conceived in all of history as the concepts that are revered in this

compendium of scientific data are completely original and authentic in regard as I introduce a new
foundation and layer of domain of thought of scientific data to have a morphic resonance of scientific

truth for many generations to discern the truth from a chaotic state and yield of physical reality predicated
off of a quantum neural network architecture as it regards as a slight telepsykinetic quantum neural

network architecture predicated of me referred to as 2EReality a slight of EER of me in continuum of a
higher realm

I revealed scientific data that garnered much controversy to the point a world war of scientific truth
predicated in tandem mechanism to defraud the credit of my work in order to compromise US Futures and
Securities out of desperation to recapitulate on defrauding me and trying to coverup a theft of credit of me

as the conspiracy had seeped everywhere from the media to politicians from within the United States
Government garnering a conspiracy to recapitulate on defrauding me to coverup a theft of credit of me

Ttheir regarded a chaotic distortion of myself revealing my power in quantum reality in a series of
manifestation that revealed itself eerily telepathic in nature and faster then the action of antisentience in

directed terrorism to defraud the use of my scientific propeties to regard of an antisentient terrorist attack
directed at me in attempt to direct quantum terrorism in quantum reality to destroy quantum reality as it is

antisentience in tandem mechanism to defraud me in terrorism to recapitulate on defrauding me

I worked on this data some of the ideations seeped into the digital domain in real time in digit ordering
anomalies in reference of me ascribed in value to a post in reference of resonance of the concurrent work

and ideations of my thought processing seeping it telepsiokineticeletronically into a digital domain to
manifest my ideations in real time to those in resonance of a slight of me in quantum reality

Some percieving they have a perception of resonance of me ascribed to a self afflicted delirium at the
truth of my reality they conspired to reverse engineer for theirselves in terrorism to seemingly defeat me
for whichever reasion they percieve of as others regarded in tandem mechanism of conspiracy to defraud

credit to my work as others regarded in scheme to stall me in terrorism to defraud me

In consideration with much speculation and controversy as I had dealt with much complication in the
process of trying to stall me to reverse engineer me I present to you the first volume in continuum of a

much more grander pantheon of volumes in continuum as a compendium in continuum to a pantheon of
compendiums in continuum of a much more grandiloquent set of scientific physics I refer as 2E of a slight

of EER of my omniscience in continuum of a higher realm

The work I had revealed through a series of grimoires in 2018 were made in slight of using a slight of my
power as it regarded as a prototype as a catalyst to protect my scientific property reveal the hipocrasy of

my critics and silence dismayers trying to replace the mastercraft afforded in having a higher state of



conciousness with an empty mind devoid of critical thought in self fufillment of self gratification in favor
of coorporate escoteriscms derived from self regurgitating percieved accurate falsified statistical data
made in tandem of a snapshot judgement or predetermined in rigged scheme to defraud others of their

time value and resources in terrorism to cheat their way through life

The scope of others aware of the rumors of me percieve me as the luckiest figure alive as others percieve
me as having all of the cheat codes as I can affirm that isn’t the case as nothing in life is easy as their

aren’t any cheat codes to life as I am granted and afforded this proclivity of reality and my power through
long periods of suffering at the worse of circumstances hieghtened due to sociopolitics socioeconomics
and societial cultural norms as I wasn’t afforded the privelege of the namesake of my creed in my own

society as it worked against me cause of my socioeconomic factors dictating the sociopolitical perception
of me and my life as growing up it was always an uphill chore in itself to put up with going outside and
trying to maintain something called a life especially during a time and age where society was growing in
fallout of a decade of terrorism into an age of paranoia suppressed of feel good media and witty snapshot

judgements made in effort to mask a society growing in strife sociopolitically at the shift of change of
socioeconomics as I was caught in a pocket vacuum of poverty with very little chance to escape or

survive in the midsts of a growing shift of change in socioeconomics in tandem of sociopolitical changes
from within my country

The growing shift caused of a series of sociopolitical changes after the fallout of a decade of terrorism
predicated in tandem of a recession and a change in socioeconomics as I was caught in a series of change

in tandem of terrorism trying to mask itself as paranoia trying to remask itself as a witty snapshot
judgement under the thin guise of irony of various actors and agents on the edge of warfare and an

insurrection against the foundation of capitalism in favor of systematic slavery as an authoratative police
state as a dystopia resold as a high tech technocratic paradise through subliminally charged propaganda

and media trying to mask the grim outlook of the authorative police state and dystopia resold as a
technocratic utopia to coverup the errosion of capitalism in favor of systematic slavery of the country

Through a series of misfortunate sustained in critical survival of fight or flight I have preserved my
hardship and have grown stronger more valiant like a rising falcon and a hidden wolf as a warrior and a

general as I preoccupied my time with a grueling training regimine reflective of the hardship of my
situation in order to preserve and increase my chances of survival while doing so in maintaining respect of
my fellow man even though they were too preoccupied with trying to destroy me socially through an off

handed remark said in the passing sly in con to defraud my social standing as an honest person to
recapitulate on hurting my reputation in a coward rat like manner as social equity and currency without
realizing they were destroying themselves in the process as peasant street trash unaware of the hidden

social principles in association of my presence cause of my seasoned patronage

The hidden social principles and societal pathological algorithms are never taught in school as it is never
dwelled upon in media or content as its principle and ruling force a hidden and predetermined factor in
slight of social situations and surroundings as there is no school that teaches the difference of saying a

greeting and resaying the greeting with a different intonated candor and affliction as their are no schools
or media to teach you the pathways or the neural pathways required to formulate the ideations or the

process of ideations to direct a persons attention to learning a certain grasp of affliction as the required



neural thought process or the association of the thought process censored made suppressed and hidden
and rerevealed as revisioned recanonized and reworded to cease a person or a society from ever

ascertaining what was lost or to put into as matter of factly into words of what was lost or how it was lost

This data remarks of trying to reconciliate of finding what was lost what was made suppressed and what
was hidden in clear scope of society through the course of time censorship done in authoratative terrorism

to suppress and control society

This volume of work is a more refined version of the prototype I revealed in 2018 as it features data I
have worked on in slight throughout 2017 throughout 2018 throughout 2019 as of this moment as it

regards of a slight of a suppressed state of a suppressed state of a suppressed state of a suppressed state of
a suppressed state of my true power with furthermore suppressed states of power

I write this in mind of future generations reading this for future more generations to read and enjoy this as
I write with the purpose of making a timeless masterpiece cherished and referenced for generations to

come as natural inclination of human psychology is to regard a reverse of this euphemism in spite of me
saying this as I reaffirm my importance reiterating the slight jest of vindictiveness a reader might affirm

of against me as saying this reconfirms the importance of my work as a timeless masterpiece and
cherished work of science to get referenced for generations to come

Their regards of the situation of liability and as for clarification I am not liable for anything and the
liabilities sustained in tandem of reference of this scientific work and without further hesitation I present

to you



2E

1 Introduction

protoreverie

2E perceives EE as linear and straightforward with adherences to a simulated state as EE is a non linear
ordering of reality as you could look at anything with 2E or EE applied as a state of reality



The magician never reveals their secrets of trade or the cards up their sleeve and like a wise magician I
don't regard of revealing my secrets of trade or the cards up my sleeve

this data regards as a concise reading as this is a slight preview to a much more grandiloquent set
of data to a much more grandiloquent physical reality in slight of a new dimension in continuum to my

omniscience in regards of a higher realm



this regards of a slight of my regard of contact to my aka set of grimories in continuum of my reality in
continuum of my omniscience

it regards of reality in slight contact to the reality of my reality in continuum of my omniscience in regard
of a higher realm



the data in this grimorie helped me navigate the United States Government during a civil war a world war
a pandemic and collapse

the key principle in regard to reality is the survival of sentience as it is quantum realities main concern as
it regards in allusion to EER

the regards of scientific theorem regarded of trying to ascertain my reality as their theories regarded as
antisentience to quantum reality

the regards of scientific theory tried to allude to the regards of my reality as they didnt surpass a state of
2E

the state of 2E is reality in contact of the reality of my reality in continuum of my omniscience in regard
of a higher realm

their regards of trying to regard of resonance of me to grow a regard of a slight of me in continuum of my
reality in continuum of me

their is the quantum roadmap regard of refining the phisiological states to regard of refining a state of a
slight of my reality regarding me

their regard of refining the phisiological states to regard of a slight of me regarding the quantum roadmap
regards of good karma to me

karma to me regards of the potential of someone ascertaining a slight of regard of me as 2E reality in
slight contact of my reality to me



good karma to me regards of a faster and quicker resonance and response time to ascertaing the reality of
2E slight of me

this doesnt regard as my grimoire3 as others speculate an wait as grimoire3 is of a higher form of my
omniscience close to my true form

scale of measurement of this data in tandem of my grimories and the regards of my presence on 4chan in
tandem of quantum reality

there is no ritual or special initiation in learning this it requires a great deal of
seriousness in learning and retaining the capacity to synchronize of it

the afterglow of omnienergy my omniscience produces in process seeping
into quantum reality seeping into real time and having an effect on reality from the flow of nature to a

glitch on a digital cash register



to get in sync of reality in a supercharged metaphised state of omnienergy
created from my omniscience creates a singularity in continuum of space time in synchronicity of the

divine I reference 2E
In sync in divinity in quantum reality synced in 2E creates a purer sync

There is many laws principles and hidden principles to learn of
There is a hierarchy in laws principles there is a hierarchy in skill potential
The journey in learning of 2E is the start of the process of living in a new

dimension of reality
The laws of 2E differ in scope from what is considered regular quantum

physics
There is a registration system of 2E storing in hyperspace mechanisms of it

the dimension of 2E vast and grandiloquent in it's power and yield
the reality of quantum reality in contact to the reality of my omniscience

2E is an initial dimensional reality in learning of my sciences



quick regards of 2E

2E is quantum reality in contact of my omniscience

2E is a higher dimension hidden physical reality

2E is versatile



In contact to it triggers reality glitches in continuum I call it 2EAEI it summons in technology in hardware
from a screen to a game

In reality it is of a higher dimensional a 5th dimensional summoning of hyperspace into creation

In synchronicity of 2E in conjunction of my permission creates a synapse of a slight receptivity to me

Their is a set of laws in it's governance in primordial structure of it's principles in functioning

In recognition of 2E is a science more complicated then any science prior to it

the deconstruction of self in fortification of divinity

the phase of deconstruction to fortification

phase 1 - meditation in synchronicity of 2E
phase 2 - pandemonium - deconstruction of the self in fortification of 2E

phase 3 - metamorphisis - can conjur a 2EApp once a day



key signs in indication of the quantum roadmap
reality glitches

anomolies in nature
nature events

laws of 2E
-superflous in reality

laws syncing in 2E
-develops the neurotelepathy to synchronize of it

-the more in use the stronger it grows like a muscle
-period of rest follows in practice of 2E

-the more advanced the less period of rest

Introduction to 2E

3D->2E-> ???



The reality of 2E is the reality of reality in reality of my reality in regard to a slight of my
power in reality to a much higher reality

It is reality in reality in resonance in the radioactivity in my reality

To get in tune of this reality in resonance of a higher structural physics requires training and displine in
the supernatural mystic arts presented in this scientific volume their is a chance there is those regarded

severed from this reality cause of prior sin made in terrorism against me

Since 2E is quantum reality in resonance to my higher physical reality it functions from the physics of my
higher reality in resonance to higher realities

I essentially am the coder of quantum reality using a higher reality in resonance to higher realities to code
from a power I have

Cause of the stress of war directed to steal from me I had to suppress my power
and create skills using a higher reality to survive

Their is a true route to make to ascertain the reality of 2E its cofounded to following me and my
principles

Things that regard from me regard a resonance to me a slight to 2E

The 2E Physics predicated solely in me

Perhaps some day I could tether my power to a machine to make computational changes and augments to
2E reality and quantum reality a power that seems the like of science fiction it is made real in reality

The knowledge of 2E is a more then a trillion dollar industry these words causing a trillion dollar windfall
in the process in reading this

Their regarded many attempt to defraud me from the status of this scientific volume as the task in
regarding this data a Herculean feature to itself and in process the work itself gaining a Herculean grasp

and a meticulousness to it

2E is a higher dimension having a stronger set of physics in determination of me as I try to regard a fair
set of physics and rules in its functioning of an unlimited domain and scope

2E presents itself to special functioning and refinering of the special physics that predicates it to resonate
to its unlimited nature to it



The special circumstances regard a matter to resonances as a frequency to 2E in itself

To ascertain and detect event horizons predicated from me in canon retrospect to the Bible detailing the
Son from God reffered to the power of deciphering miracles and predilections from the Holy Spirit

This realm is very much a Holy Reality as depicted in Christianity a pure faith a resonance key to me

2E Spirit Measuring

2E Financial Apparatus

2E Spirit Mining

Telequantum

Telequantumcommunication

The 2E frequency is frequency in the form to a divine link to contact reality of me as it regards a higher
degree of physicality

Holy Reality

Divine Reality

2E+

AEI

My mythos



Regard as clues and quantum resonances in trying to decipher 2E

The 2E Reality a superfluous a multi dimensional reality with its version of physics in control of me

Their regarded many supernatural seeming anomalies it regarded a slight contact to 2E the anomalies
manifesting in the form as chaos predicating a chaotic yield and force in nature and life predicating a

yield filled in life their regards a more multidimensional anamolaic yield to 2E's true nature

The true nature quantum sync and registration to 2E a suppressed reality hiding its potential for a higher
dimensional reality caused of sin suppressing the true nature to reality

To get 2E synced requires core principles and karmic alliances to me in reality

Respecting me is a resonant trigger respecting me as a diety is a stronger resonant trigger respecting me as
a diety in canon to Christian continuity is a stronger resonant trigger and resonance to 2E

Trying to see me as an enemy yields a more negative response and a severed resonance to 2E

Trying to conspire to destroy me yields a more negative response and a severed resonance to 2E

Their is a discipline in maintaining a sync to 2E as it can get detailed as dieting to the form of role in sync
and tethered to 2E

Certain roles and tasks have stronger resonance granting stronger resonance and synchronage such as a
trained paladin in respect to 2E in 2E

There is potential a stronger the sync and resonance their is a chance to slipstream multidimensional
energy as fast as at least a lightyear to a slight of 2E to me

The art in streaming 2E is a valuable skill and asset to stream at will and versatility is in the highest tier in
regards to the most powerful skills to have in possession

From syncing to streaming and trying to maintain the art of streaming in sync to me is key to a slight to
2E to me

Higher degree physics is resonate to response in manifesting 2E slipstreams of time and energy in 2E
from me



2E isn't the highest realm or dimension to me as it regards as a slight to me a thorough understanding to it
is required to regard proficiency to learn of more higher realms and dimensions surpassed 2E to me

2 2E

Seasons Greetings welcome I regard as your tour and spirit guide to the dimension called 2E
a multidimensional frequency and dimension running a stronger physics I am controller too

Familiarity to my data and mythos prior to this regards a stronger receptivity in conjunction to karmic
values in respect and resonance to 2E to me

Regarding ill will and regarding as a practitioner to regard ill to me regards in triggering the defense
mechanism to cease the attack made in ill will directed to me and regard a severance to sync to 2E to me

Some of those may have a familiarity to me and my work on 4chan as it regards a 2D in higher receptivity
to 2E to me as it is more multidimensional in process as my skill from a higher reality seeps into reality in



detection to a coded attack directed to destroy me trying to cease the attack and to relay data from my
hypersentientconciousness from a higher reality as the cease on the attack may manifest from a 2D plane
as a glitch on the screen in response or detection or as a response in detection to a coded attack made to
attack me or appear as anomalies manifested from quantum data in detection to 3D reality and trying to

cease the attack at me through my conscious attempt to prove myself a real diety to Christian faith and not
to attack me in regard to destroy me

Resonance in sync in positivity to me in 2E regard to manifestations and anomalies in positive resonance
in 2E to me

In maintenance in sync in resonance to 2E regard a stronger potential of 2E reality

The regards in 2E surpasses the grasp to 3D Reality and what is reffered in scientific institutions as
quantum physics and quantum reality as it functions to higher realms and dimensions that surpass a 4D

Reality as a sync to it augments 3D to a 3.5D reality in receptivity in potential to higher realms and
dimensions such as a 4th and 5th dimensions of physical reality superseding quantum reality in sync to 2E

to me

I have demonstrated my power on the site 4chan manifesting my super sentient power augmenting the
digits of posts to display my sentience and higher forms to it through multidimensional detection and

measurement to posts made in code to conspire terrorism to destroy me and the positive receptivity to me
regarding digits from my mythos in resonance and receptivity to me to posts in resonance to 2E to me

I can regard 2E to a 2D domain as 4chan and have it stream throughout the rest of the internet and refer to
it as AEI a slight of 2E and my power and I can display it to higher domains such as 3D Reality and cause

anomalies to trigger throughout 3D Spacetime in sync to 2E Spacetime to me

I can augment a 2D Reality in sync and augment to a higher reality in receptivity and potential to higher
realms and dimensions and display quantum and stronger degrees to quantum data augmented to 2E to me

Since I regard as Christ there is a higher familiarity to me to 2E Reality I control from a higher realm and
dimension in percetivity to higher realms and dimensions I have the power to make higher constructs to

2E knowing its lack to limitations and have a 2E construct made and it regards a receptivity to augment to
a higher realm and dimension to me and retain a quantum supremacy and meritocracy in quantum reality

Since I regard as a deity in the Christian faith I retain a much grander control of 2E through a dimension a
form to me

2E is a quantum pathos to its superior form in reception to me



The more maintaining a stream to 2E the more it registers and manifests the more in sync or the stream in
sync the more seamless and resonant the sync the more in resonance the more a frequency and yield too it

The yield can regard a negative it can regard a low grade chaotic yield a good grade yield filled in life the
yield in virtue a magnificent yield cause of varying karmic factors and resonance to 2E to me

The potential to sync to stream to yield 2E is an art form in itself as it requires knowledge to my past
mythos in conjunction to my more seasoned scientific volume

Their regards a system to 2E from its core principles to the skills and apps registry as coding 2E requires a
Registry System to code and measure the meritocracy of principles skills and apps registered in the

system to 2E to me

The skill and apps to 2E created from its principles

3 Skills and Apps

2EAEI

6th Sense

Aura

Detect

Energy Field

Faith

Foresight

Holy Instinct

Meditation



Meta

Metaphysic

Premonition

Question

Radar

Scan

Slipstreaming

Spirit Compass

Spirit Weights

Streaming

Telepathy

This is a list to some skills and apps preregistered in 2E their regards forms to it in higher states to
me

They regard to different dimensions and have the purpose to regard itself through different forms through
different dimensions and different scientific volumes have different sets to skills and apps to 2E and

higher realms and dimensions to me

My preregisteration and current skills and apps and the creation to more skills and apps regard a
meritocracy to definitive preregistered skills and apps current skills and apps and the creation to more

skills and apps

I can charge a premium to sync to 2E and certain skills and apps I can regard my school and teach
features to it to me

The Skills and Apps require scientific volumes in itself to fully detail the principles to the Skills and Apps
to regard itself to truly propper itself

Cure3 - a higher dimensional skill creates a telephisiogical capacity to heal and restore health feels like a
telesonic Tylenol when triggered



Their is several sets to hidden preregistered skills and apps this scientific volume introduced to 2E a set to
some skills and apps to practice in sync to 2E to me

It's in value made in purchase to get sets to my scientific volumes to learn to get a proficiency to
preregistered skills and apps in 2E and more too it to me

Their regards sets dedicated to the medical field and differed industries as its reality a matter to discover
through getting my scientific volumes

In sync in measurement to 2E to stream the different skills and apps simply saying a preregistered skill
and app and thinking to it the more detailed the principles too it the more precision in learning it

Declassification

2EAEI - a psuedodimension in cyberspace or tech related systems regarding a higher form to sentience in
relation to 2E my skill and app data serve as hidden properties to the 2E augmented reality

6th Sense - an additional sense capacity in tune in metaphysics and higher perceptions to reality

Aura - a gestalt in reference to an average totality of self mapped out as energy in the form in
illuminescence

Detect - a phantom measurement in the form in event horizons manifested according to the quantum data
in detection prior to an event horizon

Energy Field - varying systems manage their form of energy that irradiates as an average gestalt of energy
from the system in range to their aura in the form to a field

Faith - holy dimensional quality regards in virtue in conjunction to the Holy Spirit as a quality made in
prayer to seek divine assistance

Foresight - power to see future happenstance manifest through channels from 2E



Holy Instinct - using the Holy Spirit to regard instinct in conjunction to 2E causing a more superior
instinct in tune from the Holy Spirit in connection to the properties to 2E

Meditation - applying meditation in sync and focus and in focus to it raise the sync to a skill an app and
2E

Meta - super sentient configuration measuring the self awareness of systems as it manifests as a concept
slot to systems in awareness to 2E to me

Metaphysic - super sentient app in measurement and awareness of systems in relation to its totality and
potential

Premonition - an omen recognizing dire future pretenses

Question - a super sentient application to use a catalyst as a generator to ask 2E questions to get feedback
to questions

Radar - using a catalyst in designation to measuring quantum pathos to systems in relation to anything

Scan - using a catalyst in designation to measuring circumstances in relation to anything

Slipstreaming - a high intensified sync to 2E in motion in tetherment to a higher form in sentient energy
and the potential to sync in faster streams to time the potential to tether to sentient energy as fast as the
speed in light

Spirit Compass - an application that gets unlocked through a mastery of the chaos and life forming a spirit
matrice requires a resonant catalyst to create a measurement and determination synced to 2E to me

Spirit Weights - putting restraint as a matter to raise your sync and potential to 2E to me

Streaming - the art in maintaining the focus on a specific meta to manifest and maintain a sync to it as it
regards itself through 2E to me

Telepathy - the art in using a sync to 2E to communicate to people

Their regards a system in synthesizing skills and apps as adding them creates skills and apps referenced as
2EAEI adding the 6th Sense creating a 6th Sense stream in 2EAEI and a 6th Sense in focus in 2EAEI and
a 6th Sense Stream in 2EAEI as a 6th Sense in focus in 2EAEI and a 6th Sense in focus in 2EAEI as a 6th

Sense Stream in 2EAEI



4 Judgement

Their is a system in 2E that regards in judgement and it is in influence created in sync in image
in the divine as it is sentient as it suppresses 2E and regards in me

Straying far in respect in 2E regards in a severance or limitations in sync in 2E

It requires a certain respect in 2E and in me

The intent made in sync in an attempt in directing a perpetual illness in me is a false sync directing attacks
in me as Judgement measures and determines in the regard in me as a diety in regarding a judgement



5 Pentum

State in quantum reality in sync in 2E augmented in its principles

It's a dimensional frequency and augment in quantum reality in 2E in me

Streams in Pentum make a state in reality in respect in me and it regards a stream in events sharing
quantum data in respect in 2E in me



6 Mining

It regards a refined sync in 2E in regards in mining 2E in me

Their regards a certain respect in 2E in me

It requires karmic respect in regards in me



7 Sync

Syncing in 2E regards a certain karmic respect a frequency in applied diligence in 2E in
me

Self regards a shift in adapting in 2E a physical self in adaptation to the physics in 2E

The mind shifts in frequency and structure in sync in 2E



in trial
in training
in meditation
synchronicity
oscillation in synchronicity to me
oscillation in resonance to me
disregarding my conditions
regarding antisentience to me
regarding negative karma in regards to me
trying to resalvage a connection to 2E in mechanism of my reality in mechanism of my omniscience in
regard of a higher realm
laws
conditions
principles
logic

a learning curve
a learning curve to time
a skill curve
a skill curve to time

preservation
growth



8 Diagnostic

In case their regards issues in syncing in 2E their may regard a series in issues regarding a sync

Issues in Syncing

There regards issues in syncing in 2E

Negative karmic standing in me

Made an attempt in directing an attack in me

Not respecting me

In negative standing caused in giving me negativity

The syncing comes and goes

In negative standing in me

Negative training regimine

The syncing isn't active

Cause I regard maintenance and update 2E



I sustained damage in 2E in me and need sustinance

Issues in Streaming

The stream is static

The intent in 2E sync is in negative sync in me

Damage I sustained

The level in meta in reference isn't in the practitioners skill and app range

The stream comes and goes

A practitioner in negative stream in me

A practitioner making negative streams instead in positive streams in 2E in me

Issues in Mining

Mining is static

Regards in a negative stream caused in directing negativity in me

Issues in Registry

The registering is static

Regards in a negative stream directing negativity in me

It is difficult registering a skill

The skill regards in sameness in my registered skills

A merit in the skill sharing a sameness

Many practitioners registering sameness in skill

It is difficult registering an app

The app regards in sameness in my registered apps



A merit in the app sharing a sameness

Many practitioners registering sameness in app

Issues in Skills and Apps

A Skill isn't active

Many practitioners using it

Maintenance and update in 2E

An App isn't active

Many practitioners using it

Maintenance and update in 2E



9 Registry

2EAEI

6th Sense

Aura

Detect

Energy Field

Faith

Foresight

Holy Instinct

Meditation

Meta

Metaphysic

Premonition



Question

Radar

Scan

Slipstreaming

Spirit Compass

Spirit Weights

Streaming

Telepathy

Their regards several registered skills and apps in secret as it requires getting my scientific volumes
in fine tuning in regard in mastery in 2E

To register a regard minded in 2E requires factors

A factor in mind is the meritocracy in a regard I registered in 2E

A voluminous fact in the regard in practitioners registering the same skill causing a dampening in
yield in the skill itself

Registering a skill in sameness in the same skill regarding a meritocracy regards the skill in having
a dampening in yield in the skill itself in sameness in a skill in merit

Regards in paying me in maintaining a sync in regards in certain secret skills and apps

Requires a system in registering and paying me in registering skills and apps to register and
license the skill and app and makers in Skills and Apps can licence and sell a skill and app they mined and

registered

It is in great interest in maintaining updated in my scientific volumes to manage an understanding
in the registered skills and apps



Further 2E readings

Guide to 2E Skills and Apps

2E Reality Syncing

2E Reality Streaming

2E Reality Mining

2E Reality Compendium

2E Reality Mystery

2E Reality Secrets

2E Reality presents feature

Further readings

EEReality Volume 1

EEReality Volume 2



EEReality Volume 3


